PoundWishes Adds Multiple Shelters and Pets
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Every day, Pound Wishes adds multiple shelters and pets to the website, making it
even easier for those who are looking for a pet to find one.

Pound Wishes

(Newswire.net -- August 26, 2015) Seal Beach, California --Finding the right pet can be a
long and exhausting search for those who want to adopt. Now, PoundWishes, an
organization that focuses on matching adoptable rescue and shelter animals with suitable
adopters, has added several new rescue groups and pets to their website.

Through the puppy finder as seen at http://poundwishes.com/, the group is able to offer potential adoptive families the
ability to search the nationwide database for pets in their areas. Those who want to adopt a dog can search by breed,
location and other factors to find the perfect adoptable pet. Dogs of almost every breed and size are available, from
tiny Chihuahuas to larger breeds such as Great Danes. Dogs of all different ages and physical conditions are also
available. The website is open to any non-profit rescue or shelter group that wants to advertise animals available for
pet adoption.

This group is dedicated to providing loving homes for as many animals as possible. In addition, the group also offers
rescues and shelters the opportunity to post "PoundWishes," a free request for funds to be given for a specific cause.
Some recent wishes include requests for funding for veterinary care, training and transportation fees. There is also an
ongoing fundraiser to purchase a van to transport rescue animals. For more information, see the website.

About PoundWishes: PoundWishes is an interactive platform designed to be used by pet rescues and shelters to
utilize the power of networking to help them get their pets adopted and raise money for their causes. PoundWishes
welcomes all types of pet rescues and animal shelters.

About Pound Wishes
PoundWishes is an interactive platform designed to be used by pet rescues and shelters to utilize the power of
networking to help them get their pets adopted and raise money for their causes. PoundWishes welcomes all types of
pet rescues and animal shelters.
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